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Previous Articles on Cataloging

This presentation has roots in two earlier articles on the subject found 
on my blog Kol Safran.

Cataloging of Historical Artifacts.  May 29, 2019  

https://kol-safran.blogspot.com/2019/05/cataloging-of-artifacts.html

Cataloging Postcards.  Originally   posted September 2, 2017 revised 
September 5, 2017

https://kol-safran.blogspot.com/2017/09/cataloging-postcards.html

https://kol-safran.blogspot.com/2019/05/cataloging-of-artifacts.html
https://kol-safran.blogspot.com/2017/09/cataloging-postcards.html


Examples of Library Media



Conventional Library Collections

Caption



Conventional Circulation Desk



Hanukiot and Rimonim

•



Statues

Works by David Kaplan



Personal Documents --1



Personal Documents --2



Postcards --1



Postcards --2



Theater Programs



Posters For Events



Posters for Book Promos



Ritual Objects



Media From Another Era



Kippot --1



Kippot --2



Locally Produced Materials



Birkhonim



Bar Mitzvah Swag 2



Bar Mitzvah Swag



Cataloging Suggestions



Principles of Cataloging

1. Makes order out of chaos

2. Inventories and records what libraries own

3. Brings together like items

4. Enables library users to find materials

5. Enables circulation and inventory control

All must be done with rules so that searchers  by subjects, creators, and titles as 

well as known items can find them.



Cataloging Foundations

1. Authority control for headings, subjects, locations

2. Rules for descriptions

3. Name and subject headings (access points)

Because of the variety  of materials and the way item are published, libraries 

establish rules for cataloging.  Rules include the three parts of a catalog record --

description, classification, and subject headings.  All are created to help searchers 

find items and libraries establish bibliographic control. Because the rules are for all 

libraries, they do not always cover what is needed in local situations.  



Cataloging of Realia

1. Establish responsibility such as artist, creator, or 

manufacturer.

2. Create a title, name, and description

3. Measure object and photograph it for the catalog

4. Give subject headings

Realia are physical objects such statues, figurines, art, artifacts, tools, and toys. 

They are collected for their “thingness” rather than their intellectual content.



Realia Sample

100 0   Kaplan, David         The statue is marked  “Kaplan ©1970”  I had to search to figure out the artist is 
David Kaplan.  The above box is all I know about him.

245 11[Sitting Jewish tailor wearing kipah ] The title in in brackets because it was made up by the cataloger
264  1 [Cleveland?, $bKaplan] $c ©1970. This is speculation.
300 17 x 15 x 14 cm. Three dimensions are used rounded to the next cm.
500 Numbered 217/500 This is marked on the statue.  Number of copies made.
655 4 Jewish sculpture This is a local genre subject heading. There is no topical 

heading, but you could use one if needed

Sculpture gets a location code in 852 but no classification number.



Postcard Samples

110 0  Yad va-shem, rashut ha-zikaron la-Sho'ah vela-gevurah. The authorized name according to LOC files. This 
card was published and produced by Yad Vashem
245 11Jerusalem -- Yad Vashem, martyrs and heroes remembrance authority Har Hazikaron Memorial Shrine (Ohel
Yizkor) Title copied from the card
264  1 Palphot; $b [Herzlia, Israel, $c between 1960 and 1969] The publisher is on the card, but the date is an 

educated guess.
300 11 x 15 cm. Both dimensions are recorded
651 1  Jerusalem (Israel) $v Postcards Important because cards are filed by location 
852   Postcards are arranged by city, and don’t receive a 

full classification number



Postcard Samples --2

110 0   No information on card
245 11 Jerusalem, the Citadel (David's Tower) near the Jaffa Gate Title copied from the card. I copied only 
the English title.  If the local language is anther language, add 
that title.
264  1 Palphot; $b [Herzlia, Israel, $c between 1990 and 2000] The publisher is on the card, but the date is an 

educated guess.
300 14 x 11 cm. Both dimensions are recorded
651 1  Jerusalem (Israel) $v Postcards Important because cards are filed by location 



Cataloging of Posters  

110 0   Markel, Michelle. This is a poster for a book.  A local rule is used to chose the 
same name as the author of the book.

245 10 The fantastic jungles of Henri Rousseau  $h [broadside] : $c / written by  Michelle Markel, illustrated by  
Amanda Hall Title is transcribed from the item.  Subfield $h distinguishes this from the book. 

This subfield is not required by RDA, but I feel is needed by my collection.
264  1 Publication information is the same as the book.
300 44 x 51 cm. Both dimensions are recorded
655 4  Broadsides Genre for broadsides and posters
650 1  Painters $z France $vBiography. Include subjects  that are the same as the book

A person searching for the book should find all manifestations of it and related items.



Blessing or Song Books 

For birkhonim (blessing books) issued for a simha or event

These are collected as part of the historical record of the institution or community.  A duplicate of the title created for 
another event is not considered a library duplicate.

Catalog the author (creator), title, and publisher for a published work exactly as you would under AACR2/RDA

Make an added 700 entry for the name of the celebrate(s) or the name of the organization and add a 500 note with the 
transcription of the imprint on the item.     

050 4  BM675.Z4 A1 2012 LCC  according to the rules for prayer materials Z4 is zimirot (songs 
books) G7 is for grace after meals.
130 According the rules, enter the proper uniform title
245  Zemirot Shabbat, sha'arei tsyon [nusah ashkenaz] Transcribe the title page exactly as you 

would if not imprinted
500 On cover:  Bar mitzvah of Sammy Weiss, June 30, 2012.
700 1 Weiss, Sammy, $e Honoree  



Local Rules for Swag  
For kippot, bar/bat mitzvah or wedding item imprinted for events
They generally don’t have author or creator information.  Kippot sometimes have a tag with the manufacture's website. 
Use the description supplied there for the 245 field.

Make an added 700 entry for the name of the celebrate(s) or the name of the organization and add a 500 note with the 
transcription of the imprint on the item.     

For the picture, the vendor supplied picture is a better job of photography than in house equipment.  Some libraries
may want to add an entry for the vendor or manufacture.  For a synagogue or school library, this is not an important 
access point.

245 Light grey suede kippah Transcribe from vendor website
2641    Brooklyn, New York, $b Mazel Skull Cap, $c 2018      From vendor.  Use date of event.
300 16 cm Measure the diameter 
440 Kippah collection
500 Bat Mitzvah of Anya Syvia Landoll, January 20, 2018     Transcribe the text of imprint
600 1 4 Landoll, Anya Syvia.
650 0 Jews $x Religious life and customs $v Head covering



Local Rules for Ephemera  

Catalog the author (creator), title, and publisher exactly as you would under AACR2/RDA

Make an added entry for the name of the organization that created or issued the item.  Make an authority name entry is 
none exist in LOC or OCLC. Make a local subject heading with the name of the larger community such as : Jews—
Illinois—Chicago—Prayer  books.

Transcribe the title exactly as on the item. City and publisher is the issuing 
organization.  
Make a subject entry with the organization’s name.  For example:  
610 2 4 Temple Sholom (Chicago, Ill) $v Liturgy

If needed, add subject headings such as: 650 4 Jews $z Illinois $z Chicago 
$v Shabbat prayers
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